BEST OF THE BEST

2015 Interior Design Awards Winners revealed

MILANO MAGNIFICO!
Exclusive 20-page report

LUXE SHOPPING
with Thomas Hamel

Well upholstered
WHEN DESIGN & FABRIC COLLIDE

60 pages of chic abodes from Melbourne to Milan

SPLENDOUR in the house
**MELBOURNE**

**Laneway Festival**

Woody P is a pulsing Flinders Lane bar and diner from chef Clinton Camilleri, whose ambrosial offerings (left and right) are complemented by an Eades & Bergman interior. woodyp.com.au

---

**PLAY STATIONS**

Hip happens in these hot spots.

---

**OAXACA**

**PARTY SPIRIT**

Architects Ezequiel Farca and Ian Castillo have transformed an Oaxaca residence into Expendio Tradición (below), a brilliant bar and restaurant that’s ideal for imbibing the city’s famed spirit, Mezcal. expendiotradicion.com

---

**LOUISIANA**

**CRAFT CORNER**

Celebrity chef Stevie Parle called on Tom Dixon’s Design Research Studio for his new eatery, Craft (below), where a suitably artisanal feel is achieved with burnished metal and plush leather. craft-london.co.uk

---

**NEW MEXICO**

**ICE COLD**

Crafted at its Swedish distillery, premium vodka from boutique brand Heavy Water (above) comes in an aptly cool cladding, designed by artist Christian Bejar. heavywater.no

---

**THE WHITE ALBUM**

The latest addition to Cutlery’s ‘G4A’ collection of premium cutlery (above) will up the glamour stakes at the table with the utensils’ sinuous lines in luxe white and gold. Available from francalia.com

---

**A QUICK BITE with NICOLAS GURNEY**
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